Interior trimming Two Seater with Battery Door

By Rich Chrysler

Here are a few pictures that should help you. I buy all our customers interiors from Heritage Upholstery & Trim in Vancouver, B.C. They have a mailing address in the States as well.

These pictures are from two different cars, a black one and a white one.

Note the pre-painting of all edges that might show through once all upholstery is installed. This was done originally at the factory too.

Along the rear quarters, there is the quarter panel that goes from the door pillar edge back to the bulkhead opening to the rear deck area. This ends there with a hardboard flap that is screwed to the edge of the opening. Behind that another small panel is fitted along the side wall to finish the inner sides. The screws for the bump stop boxes protrude through the rear quarter panels, heads exposed inside the car.